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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS
July

Group Exhibition
2019 - August 4th, 2019

2nd,

New York, NY – HG Contemporary is pleased to present our “Summer Highlights” exhibition,
featuring remarkable works by some of our most exciting artists.
Opening Tuesday, July 2nd, 2019 and running through Sunday, August 4th, 2019.

Carlos Franco, NOTA NOSTÁLGICA 1, 2013, 9.7” H x 33” W

The dynamic curation emphasizes the traits that make HG Contemporary most distinct: bright colors, special
techniques, and exciting modern references-- all executed in the most refined manner. Natvar Bhavsar’s grand
pigment technique informs Tim Bengel’s sand-to-metal, while Dan Eldon’s depictions of a war-torn Kenya
harmonize with McCrow’s guns and bullets pieces, both crying out for peace. The artwork list includes blue-chip
pieces from a private collection, contemporary favorites which haven’t been shown in years, as well as some
exciting new pieces from a recent exhibition at our gallery in Madrid.

Artists Exhibited
AICAN
Tim Bengel
Natvar Bhavsar
Jason Dussault
Dan Eldon
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About HG Contemporary
HG Contemporary is a global fine art gallery founded and curated by Philippe Hoerle-Guggenheim in
the United States and Europe; cities New York, Madrid, Napa Valley and Brooklyn. Hoerle-Guggenheim
has built a reputation for identifying and cultivating artists worldwide and producing shows that embrace
groundbreaking aesthetics, concepts and visual expression. Hoerle-Guggenheim has an unparalleled eye for
quality, combined with a distinct skill for nurturing and promoting new art. He exhibits both internationally
and locally acclaimed artists whose processes and backgrounds are unique, diverse, and relevant. HG
Contemporary prioritizes personal investigation and individual narratives with a mission to create value
for art collectors and artists alike. This commitment carries an innovative and clear vision about producing
exceptional art exhibitions as well as a deep understanding of visual culture’s function within and beyond the
walls of the gallery.
Philippe Hoerle-Guggenheim and HG Contemporary has represented artists and produced exhibitions
featuring AICAN, Alison Jackson, Arsen Savadov, CÉVÉ, Dan Eldon, Doug Menuez, Jan Larsen, Jason
Dussault, Laura Kimpton, Massimo Agostinelli, McCrow, Mehwish Iqbal, Nelson Saiers, Natvar Bhavsar,
RETNA, Salvador Dalí, Simon Zabell, Stuart McAlpine Miller, Tim Bengel, Zurab Tsereteli among many
others. Philippe is also known for curating beyond the HG Contemporary walls; partnering with brands like
Aston Martin and Louis XIII and street artists, e.g. Kobra; curating relevant projects across the globe.
HG Contemporary hours are Monday through Saturday, 11am to 6pm. For further information please call
212.366.4490.
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